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Oceanography Administration Btdg 104











Goddard Space Flight Center
































Center for Space Research
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Goddard Space FLight Center




Goddard Space FLight Center




























Dept of Earth Atmes & PLanetary Sci EMAIL(1): adkins_athena.mit.edu
Massachusetts Institute of Technology EMAIL(2):
Cambridge, MA 02139-4307 FAX: 617/253-8630
USA
Code 912
Goddard Space Flight Center
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Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
588 Booth Street ]rd Floor



















































Department of Geotogy& Geophysics









Inst Nacionat de Pesquisas Espaciais Phone: 55-123418977
CP 515 EMAIL(1): datves@dpi.inpe.br
Av dos Astronautas 1758 EMAIL(2):
Sao Jose dos Campos, Sao Pauto 12201 FAX: 55-123218743
BRAZIL
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1225 S University Center









Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Atmospheric Sciences
University of California Los Angeles
405 Hilgard Avenue












Goddard Space FLight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
Greenbelt, MD 20771
USA
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Department of Information Science























Department of Rangetand Ecotogy& Mgmt
Texas A&M University
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Research & Data Systems Corporation

























































Goddard Space FLight Center
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60 St George Street
























National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch










World Weather Building Room 307
NOAA/NWS
5200 Auth Road
























































Goddard Space Flight Center




Gocldard Space Flight Center




Goddard Space Flight Center
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Inst Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais Phone:
Caixa Postal 515 EMAIL(1):
Av dos Astronautas 1758 EMAIL(2);






Information Dynamics [nc Phone:
600 Maryland Avenue SW Suite 760-E EMAIL(1):







Goddard Space Flight Center





































Goddard Space Flight Center





























Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California San Diego
La Jolla, CA 92093
USA
248 Deike Building
Earth System Science Center
Pennsylvania State University













Goddard Space Flight Center



























Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center.





















Goddard Space Flight Center










Inst Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais
CP 515









Goddard Space Flight Center
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1055 rue de PEPS

























































Campus 20 Low Memorial Library
Columbia University
New York, NY 10027
USA
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Bennett, Andrew
Co-I - ]NTD
Oceanography Administration Bldg 104










Department of Ocean Engineering
Sea Grant RME38-300











Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Ecology and Evolution
State Univ of New York Stony Brook








Geophysical and Polar Research Center
University of Wisconsin Madison










Marshall Space Flight Center











Goddard Space Flight Center
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Department of Geology and Geophysics
Yale University
PO Box 208109








Nuc[eode Estudos de Popu[acao










Department of Plant Biology










Department of BioLogicaL Sciences
342 Hancock Mail Code 0371
University of Southern California
3616 Trousda[e Parkway









Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center










Office of Technology Assessmnt
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Goddard Space FLight Center





















Marshall Space FLight Center
















Dept of Marine Chemistry & Geochem
Woods Rote Oceanographic Institution
























Goddard Space Flight Center
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Center for Education on Gtobat Change
5500 Friendship Boutevard Apt 1510N








Department of Computer Sciences
AVW2 Building CSD
University of Maryland Cortege Park









Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Oceans and Climate
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Colorado Ctr for Astrodynamics Rsrch
Campus Box 431


























Earth System Science Laboratory
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National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch










Goddard Space Flight Center



















Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
2880 Broadway









Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Inst
160 Central Avenue










Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
Greenbelt, MD 20771
USA
Mail Stop 20 Building 32





Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Brown, Sandra
DAAC
US Environmental Protection Agency









Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory
Colorado State University









Gocldard Space Flight Center
































National Hydrology Research Institute
Environment Canada
11 Innov Boulevard
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Goddard Space Flight Center











Goddard Space Flight Center














































University of Mary|and College Park










Goddard Space Flight Center
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N_ Mailing Address Communications
Captan, Marsh
Contractor










National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch Phone: 303/497-8830
PO Box 3000 EMAIL(1): carbone@ncar.ucar.edu




Earth Science Support Office
Birch & Davis Associates ]nc










Department of Marine Science
University of South Florida
140 Seventh Avenue S



















Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Nationat Aeronautics and Space Admn
2880 Broadway
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Department of Biological Sciences
University of Notre Dame
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Caspersen, John P
GC - Student
Dept of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
U-42
University of Connecticut





















Goddard Space Flight Center











Institute for Terrestrial &
Ptanetary Atmospheres
Marine Sciences Research Center
State Univ of New York Stony Brook






















James Rennel[ Centre for Ocean Circ
Chilworth Research Centre









Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center












Goddard Space Flight Center



















Department of Integrative Biology












717 W C Browning Building
Department of Geology and Geophysics
University of Utah
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laboratoire de Meteorotogie Dynamique





















Oceanography Administration Bldg 104


































Department of Computer Science
University of California Santa Barbara











1305 East-West Highway Room 8307
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Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center
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Marshall Space Flight Center









Department of Oceanography MSB 307











Earth System Science Laboratory









Sea Grant College Program Phone:
Building E38-300 EMAIL(1):
Massachusetts Institute of Technology EMAIL(2):




















2213 Computer & Space Science Btdg
University of Maryland College Park
Stadium Drive
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Nan1_ Mailing Address Communications
Ciach, 6rzegorz Jan
GC - Student
Iowa Institute of Hydrology Research
University of Iowa
300 S Riverside Drive








220 Physical Sciences Building










Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
588 Booth Street 4th Floor





















Department of Marine Science
MSL 119 Room 226
University of South Florida
140 7th Avenue S
St Petersburg, FL 33701
USA
Mail Code 902.2
Goddard Space Flight Center















University of California Santa Barbara
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Negne Nailing Address Communications
Ctough, Shepard A
Co-I - INST












College of Oceanic Atmospheric Sci










Department of Geology and Geophysics
Yale University
PO Box 6666








National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch Phone: 303/497-1407
PO Box 3000 EMAIL(1): coffey@ncar.ucar.edu

















Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center

















Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Conover, Helen
Focus Team










































Graduate School of Oceanography









Department of Marine Sciences










Department of Atmospheric Sciences
Colorado State University
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Name Railing Address Communications
Couctelis, Helen
GC - Advisor
Department of Geography Phone:
3611Etttson Halt EMAIL(1):
University of California Santa Barbara EMAIL(2):






1121 Natural Science Building
University of Michigan









Gocldard Space Flight Center





























Department of Atmospheric Sciences
University of California Los Angeles
405 Hitgard Avenue
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Mam Mailing Address Communications
Crane, Robert G
Co-I - INTD
College of Earth and Mineral Sciences
103 Deike Building
Pennsylvania State University






























Hughes AppLied Information Systems





















Goddard Space FLight Center










Goddard Space FLight Center
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Name Malting Address Communications
Cunnotd, Derek
Co-I - [NST
School of Earth and Atmospheric Sci






















Dept of Aerospace Engineering Sciences
Can_Js Box 429
University of Colorado Boulder
Boulder, CO 80309
USA
Room 201 Campus Box 449
Center for Study of Earth from Space


































Department of Integrative Biology
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Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution










Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center






















Goddard Space Flight Center























Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PO Box 2008
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Nall_ Mailing Address Communications
Davies, Roger
Co-I - INST
Department of Atmospheric Science
McGil[ University
805 Sherbrooke Street g



















Inst of Space and Atmospheric Studies Phone:
University of Saskatchewan EMAIL(1):




De Lucia, Frank C
GC - Advisor
Department of Electrical Engineering
Campus Box 19016
































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
DeMott, Charlotte A
GC - Student
Department of Atmospheric Science
Foothills Campus
Colorado State University









Goddard Space Flight Center











Centre National d'Etudes Spatiates







Det Genio, Anthony D
Co-i - INTD
Panel Member
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
2880 Broadway










Goddard Space FLight Center
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Centre for Land & Biological Resrc
Agriculture Canada
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0C6
CANADA
Dept of Biology & National Rsrch Lab
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523
USA




















University of Southern California





















PAS Building 81 Room 542
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Earth Science Support Office










Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Donner, Leo J
Pathfinder













Goddard Space Flight Center




















Goddard Space Flight Center










Universities Space Research Assn











Goddard Space Flight Center











Center for Remote Sensing and
Environmental Optics
University of California Santa Barbara
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60 St George Street



















Department of BioLogicaL Sciences
University of Southern CaLifornia





















San Diego State University
5300 Campanile
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Ounn, Stan
Contractor


































Goddard Space FLight Center










Department of Civil Engineering Phone: 617/253-2725
Building 48 Room 335 EMAIL(1): pse@pinet.aip.org
Massachusetts Institute of Technology EMAIL(2):





Center for Space Research
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Eastman, J Rona[d
GC - Advisor



































































Ctr for Remote Sensing & Enviro Optics
University of California Santa Barbara
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Na_ Mai|ing Address Communications
Elkington, Mark D
Pane[ Member
Earth Observation Sciences Ltd
Broaclmede Earnham Business Park



















Goddard Space Flight Center



































Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PO Box 2008

























Simpson Weather Associates lnc






























Dept of Electrical Eng & Computer Sci
University of Michigan
1301Beal Street










Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Atmospheric Sciences
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Name Malting Address Communications
Eymard, L
Co-I - INST
Centre de Rech en Physique de t'Envir
CETP































Lasatte Academy Brock E-3
Ice Centre Environment Canada
373 Sussex Drive






























James Rennet[ Centre for Ocean
Chitworth Research Centre
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Goddard Space Flight Center


























Goddard Space Flight Center






































Goddard Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics Space Admn
Greenbelt, MD 20771
USA
















Department of Earth Sciences
University of Southern California








Universities Space Research Assn











Goddard Space Flight Center






























Dept of Energy Mines and Resources
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
588 Booth Street
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Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center











Goddard Space Flight Center









Geological Sciences Department 0740
South Science Hall
University of Southern California
3651Trousdate Parkway









Goddard Space Flight Center




















Departamento de Ecologia Phone:
Inst Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazonia EMAIL(1):
CP 478 EMAIL(2):









Goddard Space Flight Center










Department of Civil Engineering
St Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory
University of Minnesota




















Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Earth Sciences
Open University









San Diego State University
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College of Oceanographic & Atmos Sci




















University of California Santa Barbara












Department of Marine Chem and Geochem
Fye Laboratory Room 125
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution








Dept of Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
1345 AO & SS Building
University of Wisconsin Madison









School of Earth and Atmospheric Sci
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Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California San Diego








































Fujisada, Hiroyuki Electrotechnical Laboratory
TM - ASTER 1-1-4 Umezono
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Fukue, Kiyomari
TM - ASTER























Goddard Space FLight Center

































Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
2800 Broadway








Division of Exploration and Mining
CSIRO
Private Bag PO
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Goddard Space Flight Center

































































Center for Remote Sensing and Phone:
Environmental Optics EMAIL(1):
University of California Santa Barbara EMAIL(2):
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 FAX:
USA
805/893-4449
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University of California Santa Barbara



















Institute for Atmospheric Sciences
Physics Building Room B106
State Univ of New York Stony Brook
125 Endeavor








Mail Stop 6490 Building 0907
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PO Box 2008
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University of Catifornia Santa Barbara








STB/LDRD Mail Stop Al16
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center






















Goddard Space Flight Center












Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution








307 GFDL Forrestal Campus
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Goddard Space Flight Center



































5200 Auth Road Rm 810








Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry
Campus Box 215






















Climate & Atmospheric Research
Atmospheric Environment Service
4905 Dufferin Street
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Marshall Space Flight Center














Marshall Space Flight Center










US Department of Agriculture































Chemistry & Biochemistry Department
Campus Box 215
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University of Maryland College Park










Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution



















Goddard Space Flight Center





























Department of Geology and Geophysics
301McCone Halt
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Department of Atmospheric Science
Colorado State University





















































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center




















Monterey Bay Area Research Inst
160 Central Avenue
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Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Energy Mines and
Resources
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
588 Booth Street

























Mail Code 106 PSRF
Earth System Science Department







Reading, EngLand RG6 2AB
UNITED KINGDOM
code ERA12
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Mechanical Engineering Dept/2220 EB
University of Iowa








Space Atmospheric Physics Phone: 44-71-5947671
Imperial College of Science & Techlgy EMAII(1): joanna@spva.ph.ic.ac.uk
London, England SW7 2BZ EMAIL(2):

















Goddard Space Flight Center









Laboratory of Space Technology

























San Jose State University
One Washington Square









Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center












Goddard Space Flight Center











National Aeronautics and Space Adrm










Colorado Space Grant College
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Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
2880 Broadway








National Snow and Ice Data Center
Campus Box 449
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Harte, John
GC - Advisor
Department of Energy and Resources
Building T-4 Room 100





































INST Department of Meteorology
INTD University of Edinburgh





















University of Wisconsin Madison









Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept
Center for Research Inc
University of Kansas
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National Aeronautics and Space Admn


















Department of Biological Sciences
University of Notre Dame
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Goddard Space Flight Center




















Code 722/Mechanical Engineering Brnch
Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Geography & Anthropology Phone:
Howe-Russet[ Building EMAIL(1):
Louisiana State University EMAIL(2):
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Herman, Benjamin M
Co-I - INST






















Goddard Space Flight Center






















University of California Santa Barbara









Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Hobbie, Sarah Elizabeth
GC - Student
Department of Integrative Biology
3060 VLSB












































































National Aeronautics and Space Admn








Department of Geotogy and Geophysics

































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Horowitz, Larry
GC - Student















2 Ear[ey Gate Whiteknights









Goddard Space Flight Center










Woods Hole Research Center
13 Church Street








Department of Computer Science
2nd N UNVSC
Colorado State University





















ATG Building Rm 608 Code AK-40
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Div of Geological g Plan Sciences





















Goddard Space Flight Center


































University of MaryLand Co[[ege Park









429 Shantz BuiLding Room 38
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N_me Nailing Address Communications
Hughes, Richard F
GC - Student
Department of Rangetand Resources






















Barc-Uest Building 007 Room 104
































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Huntington, Jonathan
TM - ASTER
Division of Mineral Physics
Institute of Energy & Earth Research
CSIRO
PO Box 163










Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center





















Goddard Space Flight Center









Division des Resources Naturelles
Inst Recherche en Agronomie Tropical
BP 5035
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Goddard Space Flight Center










































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center







Janetos, Anthony C Code YS
Panel Member NASA Headquarters
Program Mgmt 300 E Street SW











5200 Auth Road Room 605
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Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Jezek, Kenneth C
DAAC



































Goddard Space FLight Center









Dept of Atmospheric & Oceanic Science
University of Wisconsin Madison









Department of Atmospheric Science
Colorado State University
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Goddard Space Flight Center












































Geological Survey of Canada
601 Booth Street










46 rue d'Ulm URA 686
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Goddard Space Flight Center














Goddard Space Flight Center
















































Goddard Space Flight Center




W/NMC2 World Weather Building
NOAA/NWS
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory































Oept of Geology & Geophysics
301McCone Hall
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Kasischke, Eric S
DAAC






















Sierra Nevada Aquatic Research Lab
University of California Mammoth Lakes
RR I Box 198








Department of Range[and Resources













Gocldard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space FLight Center























Gocldard Space FLight Center


































Centre National d'Etucles Spatiates
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Department of Biological Sciences
Unlversityof Southern California
University Park





















CMS Climate & Global Dynamics
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Goddard Space Ftight Center









Department of Geology and Geophysics









































Climate System Modeling Program
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Name MaiLing Ack_ress Communications
Knaff, John A
GC - Student
Department of Atmospheric Science
Colorado State University













Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Aeronautics ar_J Space Admn
2880 Broadway
New York, NY 10025
USA
Inst of Public Po[icy& Social Rsrch
3010ids Hall
Michigan State University
East Lansing, HI 48824
USA
Code 505
Godclard Space Flight Center



















Goddard Space Flight Center









Energy Mines & Resources
Geological Survey of Canada
601 Booth Street
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Marshall Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center





















Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research
University of Iowa
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Goddard Space FLight Center











Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Biological Sciences
University of Southern California








Atmospheric Ocean & Space Department
1518 Space Research Building
University of Michigan
2455 Hayward Street
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Building 007 Room 104 BARC-West
Hydrology Lab










Gocldard Space Flight Center







Kux, Hermenn P H
Co-I - INTD
DSM - Depto de Sensoriamento Remote
e Meteorologia Espacial
Inst Naciona[ de Pesquisas Espaciais
Caixa Postal 515








Department of Biological Sciences
University of California Santa Barbara
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Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
2880 Broadway









Inst National de Recherche Agronomique
Oomaine de la Grande Ferrade
BP 81










Goddard Space Flight Center





















Goddard Space Flight Center




















Goddard Space Flight Center
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Marshall Space Flight Center




















Goddard Space Flight Center























Goddard Space Flight Center











National Aeronautics and Space Admn
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Le Marshall, John Francis Satellite Meteorology Group
PI INTD Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre
TM - AIRS/ GPO Box 1289K
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University of Science and Technology











































Resource of Environmenta[ Management
Simon Fraser University
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Goddard Space FLight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Litvak, Marcy E
GC - Student
EPO Biology Department/Ramaley C
Campus Box 334















































Goddard Space Flight Center
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1055 rue du PEPS
















Goddard Space FLight Center






























Mail Stop B 418
Department of Oceanography




Center for Space Research
University of Texas Austin
Austin, TX 78728
USA
Department of Marine Science
University of South FLorida
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Marshall Space Flight Center









Department of Integrative Biology
3040 VLSB





















Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Mahowa[d, Natalie Marie
GC - Student
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch Phone:
PO Box 3000 EMAIL(1):































Department of Earth Atmosphere and
Planetary Sciences
Building 54 Room 1416
































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Manore, Michael
Co-i - INTD
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
588 Booth Street






























Goddard Space Flight Center
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Dept of Atmospheric & Oceanic Sci Pgrm
Sayre Halt
Princeton University












































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Hoagtand Halt Room 263



































Goddard Space Flight Center
























Goddard Space Flight Center







McConnetl, John C (Jack)
Co-I - INST
Dept of Earth & Atmospheric Science
York University
4700 Keele Street








Hydrology and Water Resources




























Goddard Space Flight Center




Goddard Space Flight Center
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Department of Natural Resources
215 James Hail























































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Maiting Address Communications
McKenzie, Lisa Marie
GC - Student











Goddard Space FLight Center































Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Minnesota
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Goddard Space Flight Center




















Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas
Espaciais
CP 515














Department of Biological Sciences
University of California Santa Barbara

























Woods Hole, MA 02543
USA
NOAA/NESDIS
University of Wisconsin Madison
1225 W Dayton Street
Madison, WI 53706
USA
Conservation and Survey Division
113 Nebraska Halt




Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center





















Center for Remote Sensing and
Environmental Optics
University of California Santa Barbara















































Department of Civil Engineering
Pennsylvania State University
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Marshall Space Flight Center










Goddard Space FLight Center









Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre Phone: 61-36694582
GPO Box 1289K EMAIL(1): gam@bom.gov.au

































Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of CaLifornia San Diego
9500 Gilman Drive









WorLd Weather BuiLding Room 204
NOAA/NWS
5200 Auth Road









Goddard Space Flight Center
































Department of Atmospheric Sciences
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Department of EPO Biology









Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
Bush Estate









Goddard Space Flight Center
























Morse Hall Room 305
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Moore, Richard K
Cool - INST
Radar Systems & Remote Sensing Lab
University of Kansas











































Goddard Space Flight Center











National Aeronautics and Space Admn











Hawaii Inst Geophysics Planetology
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Name Hailing Address Communications
Muchoney, Douglas
Pathfinder
CRC Research Institute Inc
1500 Remount Road































Dept of Photogrammetry & Surveying
University cortege London
Gower Street












Goddard Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
Greenbelt, MD 20771
USA
Department of Marine Science
University of South Florida
140 7th Avenue S














University of California Los Angeles
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Colorado Ctr for Astrodynamics Rsrch









Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic
Sciences
McGilL University
805 Sherbrooke Street West
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Goddard Space Flight Center











Goddard Space Flight Center







Newman Osher, Laurie J
GC - Student
ESPM Department













































University of Maryland College Park
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Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California San Diego
9500 Gilman Drive
































Inst Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais EMAIL(1): nobre@cptec.inpe.br
C Postal 515 EMAIL(2): inpe.met@omnet.com














Department of Soil Science
263 Soils Building










Climate System Research Program
Department of Meteorology
Texas A&M University
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Goddard Space Flight Center









Inst Nacionat de Pesquisas Espaciais Phone: 55-123418977
Caixa Postal 515 EMAIL(1): evtyn@ltid.inpe.br
Av dos Astronautos 1758 EMAIL(2):
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Oertling, Annette B
GC - Student
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Lindy Boggs Room 400
Tulane University
6823 St Charles Avenue
































Godclard Space Flight Center










Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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Goddard Space Flight Center



















Dept of Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
Princeton University










Goddard Space Flight Center

































Dept of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology Phone:
Princeton University EMAIL(1):
Princeton, NJ 08544 EMAIL(2):
USA FAX:
609/258-6885
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Paden, Cynthia A
Co-I - INTD
Oceanography Administration Btdg 104













819 William B Browning Building
Department of Meteorology
University of Utah








































Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Optical Sciences
University of Arizona
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Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Land Air and Water
Resources
Veihmeyer HaLL











































Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory
Colorado State University








Dept of Computer Science & Engineering
University of California San Diego






























Goddard Space Flight Center





















College of Oceanic & Atmospheric Sci

















Divison of Atmospheric Research
CSIRO




Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center









Research & Data Systems Corporation










goods Hole Oceanographic Institution









Saint Anthony Falls Hydrotechnics Lab
University of Minnesota









Atmospheric Oceanic & Planetary











Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
2880 Broadway
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Ofc for Remote Sensing of Earth Resrc
Lar_d & Water Research Building
Pennsylvania State University
















SiLver Spring, MD 20910
USA
Department of Atmospheric Science
Colorado State University












Department of Electrical Engineering












Goddard Space Flight Center
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National Aeronautics and Space Admn



















Department of Earth and Atmos Sciences
1397 CIVL Building
Purdue University






















Nationa[ Aeronautics and Space Admn






















Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center
























































University of Maryland College Park
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Earth Atmospheric and Planetary Sci
Room 54-1726










































Department of Integrative Biology
Mulford Hall









Earth System Science Department
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Goddard Space Flight Center



















Earth Atmospheric and Ptanetary Sci
Building 54 Room 1312










Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
588 Booth Street Room 213



















Department of Atmospheric Sciences
Colorado State University
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Putnam, Scott N
GC o student
Department of Geology and Geophysics
717 W C Browning Building
University of Utah









Goddard Space Flight Center














































Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California San Diego
9500 Gilman Drive










Goddard Space Flight Center
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Department of Civil Engineering
Colorado State University










3954 Armitage Avenue RR #I


















Department of Atmospheric Sciences
Colorado State University














Coop Inst for Research in the Atmos
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523
USA
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Goddard Space Flight Center
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N_l_ Malting Address Communications
Repeta, Oaniet J
Co-I - INTD
Marine Chemistry and Geochemistry
Woods Hote Oceanographic Institution














300 E Street SW
Washington, OC 20546-0001
USA
Space Science and Engineering Center
University of Wisconsin Madison














University of Ataska Fairbanks
PO Box 757320








Divison of Environmentat Biotogy
Room 215
Nationa[ Science Foundation










Coupled Model Project NMCX3
World Weather Building Room 807
NOAA
5200 Auth Road
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Ocean Administration Building 104 Phone: 503/737-3328
College of Oceanic & Atmospheric Sci EMAIL(1): richman@oce.orst.edu
Oregon State University EMAIL(2):















Center for Space Research C0605











Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
2880 Broadway
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Marshall Space Flight Center
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Complex Systems Research Center
Morse Hat[

































Goddard Space Flight Center







Department of Geography & Anthropology Phone:
Louisiana State University EMAIL(1):
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Goddard Space Flight Center










World Weather Building Room 605
Climate Analysis Center NMC52
NOAA/NWS
5200 Auth Road
































Goddard Space Flight Center










Room 26-343 Phone: 617/253-3073
Massachusetts Institute of Technology EMAIL(1): pwr@mit.edu
77 Massachusetts Avenue EMAIL(2):




Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Aeronautics and Space Admin
2880 Broadway
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Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
2880 Broadway









Goddard Space Flight Center















AiMolied Physics Laboratory M/S HN-IO
Polar Science Center
University of Washington






































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Building 31 Mail Stop 40























National Aeronautics and Space Admn








Department of Atmospheric Sciences
Colorado State University








332 Classroom Office Building
University of Minnesota
1994 Buford Avenue
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Ruzek, Martin
Project Mgmt
Universities Space Research Assn










Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center
































Department of Atmospheric Planetary
and Astronomical Sciences









Department of Energy & Resources
Building T-4 Room 100
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Name Mailing Address CormmJn|cations
Salisbury, John W
TM - ASTER
Sciences 301 Olin Hall
Department of Earth and Planetary
Johns Hopkins University












Goddard Space Flight Center





















University of Maryland College Park









Dept of Atmospheric Ocean & Space Sci
1539 Space Research Building
University of Michigan
2455 Hayward Street
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Physical Meteorology Research Division Phone: 81-298538711
Meteorotogicat Research Institute EMAIL(1): tsasaki@mri-jma.go.jp
1-I Nagam_ne EMAIL(2):



























Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center









Electrical Engnrng / Con_)uter Science Phone: 708/491-7141
Northwestern University EMAIL(1): peters@eecs.nwu.edu
2145 Sheridan Road EMAIL(2):





Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center
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Building 007 Room 125


































Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center

























Building WRW Room 402C
Center for Space Research




Goddard Space Flight Center















Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center











Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center





3 Eartey Gate Whiteknights
Reading, Berkshire RG6 2AL
UNITED KINGDOM



















Department of Geology and Geophysics














Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name MaiLing Address Communications
Settle, Mark
Contractor








Shaw, Mary R (Becky)
GC - Student
Energy and Resources Group
Building T-4 Room 100





















Goddard Space Flight Center









Universities Space Research Assn










Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Sherr, Evelyn B
GC - Advisor
College of Oceanography & Atmos Sci
































Goddard Space Flight Center









Institut Naciona[ de Pesquisas
Espaciais
CP 515
Av dos Astronautos 1758
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Goddard Space Flight Center






















Center for Space Research
































University of California Santa Barbara
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Goddard Space Flight Center









Food & Agricutture Organization



















Inst for Study of Erth Oceans & Space
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Goddard Space Flight Center











































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center






















Goddard Space Flight Center






















Goddard Space Flight Center










University of California Santa Barbara








Deparment of Mechanic Engineering
University of Iowa
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University of Wisconsin Madison





















Inst Nacionat de Pesquisas Espaciais
Av dos Astronautas 1758








Dept of Atmospheric & Planetary Sci
54-1711CMPO










Department of Computer Science
University of Marytand College Park
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309 Ball Street Apt 2035
College Station, TX 77840
USA
Department of Geography



















































Goddard Space FLight Center












Marshall Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center
































Goddard Space Flight Center
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University of Maryland College Park










Department of Atmospheric Sciences
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523
USA
Department of Atmospheric Science
319 Atmospheric Science Bldg
Colorado State University













Goddard Space Flight Center






















Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center











Goddard Space Flight Center




















Global Stl_dies Program Office
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory
PO Box 999











Goddard Space FLight Center










Dept of Earth Atmos & Planetary Sci EMAIL(1):
Massachusetts Institute of Technology EMAIL(2):







Goddard Space Flight Center
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Na_ Mailing Address Communications
Stoney, William E
Contractor
Center for Environment Resources & Spc Phone:
Suite 500 EMAIL(1):
Mitre Corporation EMAIL(2):











































Oceanography Administration Btdg 104










Marine Sciences Research Center
State Univ of New York Stony Brook










Goddard Space Flight Center
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National Research Institute for














Gocldard Space Flight Center
































Dept of Electrical & Computer Engrg
Knowles Engineering Building
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Nan_ Mailing Address Communications
Tagawa, Teruyoshi
TM - ASTER
39 Mori Building 2nd Floor










Code N/OES11 Room 8312 SSMC4
NOAA
1305 East-West Highway




















Goddard Space Flight Center































laboratoire d Optique Atmospherique
University of Lille
Bat P5
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Center for Space Research























































James RenneL[ Centre for Ocean Circ
Chi[worth Research Centre









Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center









1111 Natural Science Bulling
Department of Biology
University of Michigan









Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
588 Booth Street



































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Fright Center
Nationat Aeronautics and Space Admn










US Department of the Interior





















































Goddard Space Flight Center
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University of Maryland Cortege Park
Cortege Park, MD 20742
USA
Code ES42
Marshatt Space Flight Center
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Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Aeronautics and Space Adnln
2880 Broadway























































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Name MaiLing Address Communications
Tundisi, Jose G
Co-I - INTD
Centro de Energia Nuclear & Agricutt Phone:
Universidade de Sao Pau[o EMAIL(1):
CP 96 EMAIL(2):













Department of Atmospheric Sciences
University of California Los Angeles
405 HiLgard Avenue






































Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PO Box 2008
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Center for Space Terahertz Technology
University of Michigan
1301 Beat Avenue









Goddard Space Flight Center











Goddard Space Flight Center




















Dept of Land Air and Water Resources









Dept of Chemistry And Biochemistry
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Goddard Space F(ight Center











Department of Civil Engineering
Texas A&M University






Mento Remoto Phone: 55-123418977
Department of Sensoria EMAIL(1): daLton@ltid.inpe.br
inst Naciona[ de Pesquisas Espaciais EMAIL(2):
















Goddard Space Flight Center











Universities Space Research Assn
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Vat,de Castle, John
DAAC












National Aeronautics and Space Admn






























Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Physics and Meteorology
Escola Superior de Agricultura Luiz
de Oueiroz CP 96
Universidade de Sao Paulo
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Name Mailing Address Communications
Vidal, Alain J
Co-I - INTD
CemagrefoEngref Remote Sensing Lab
500 Rue JF Breton


















































Yonder Haar, Thomas H
Pathfinder
METSAT
Science and Technology Corporation
515 S Howes Street











Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PO Box 2008












Complex Systems Research Center






























Dept of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sci
Sciences
University of Wisconsin































Department of Maritime Studies
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Department of Ecotogy and Evolution
State Univ of New York Stony Brook



















Department of Atmospheric Sciences
University. of Illinois Urbana









Oceanography Administrative Bldg 104













Goddard Space Flight Center
National Aeronautics and Space Admn
Greenbelt, MD 20771
USA
246 LW Chase Hall
Department of Agricultural Meteorology
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Computer System Lab/CRSEO Phone: 805/893-4541
University of California Santa Barbara EMA[L(1): wan@crseo.ucsb.edu
















Ctimate & Global Dynamics Division
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Dept of Land Air & Water Resources
Hoagtand Hall
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Goddard Space Flight Center









Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Minnesota










Program in Atmospheric & Oceanic Sci


































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Godclard Space Flight Center














Institute of Atmospheric Science
South Dakota School of Mines & Techlgy














































1101 College Avenue Suite 220
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Goddard Space Flight Center



































Goddard Space Flight Center
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National Aeronautics and Space Admn
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
USA





Etter O&M Building Room 1204
Texas A&M University



















Goddard Space Flight Center









Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research
Department of Geography/Campus Box 450
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Department of Geological Sciences
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National Aeronautics and Space Admn





















Goddard Space Flight Center



















University of North Dakota
PO Box 7306
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Goddard Space Flight Center












































Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center









Earth Atmosphere & Planetary Sci Dept
Building 54 Room 1524
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University of Maryland College Park













University Park, PA 16802
USA
Social & Environmental Systems Div












Yeh, Gerard K C
GC - Student
Department of Electrical Engineering
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Graduate School of Oceanography










Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PO Box 2008









































Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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Goddard Space Flight Center

































Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center
























Goddard Space Flight Center











Goddard Space Flight Center
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Project Type: Project Management
NAIL
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME CODE ROLE PHONE NUMBER



















Busatacchi, Antonio J 970
Calvo, Sherri Chasin 505
Chan, Julia 505





Dalton, John T 505








Donohoe, Martin J 422
Durning, John 422
Ellis, Jack 421








COTR on MODIS Contract










ESDIS System Development Manager
ECS Hardware Systems Manager
Control Systems Engineer
PGS Software Manager
ESDIS System Operations Manager
LIS Instrument Manager
Oceans and Ice Research
IMS System Engineer
Financial Analyst
PM Deputy Project Scientist
Operations Manager
CSFP Deputy Project Manager
ESDIS Ground System Integration Engineer
ESDIS Financial Manager




Landsat PGS Hardware Manager
Earth Science Mission Operations Project Manager
HIRDLS & MLS Instrument Manager
PM Instrument Manager
INT Instrument and Test Manager
PM Project Manager
PM Payload Manager
AM Product Assurance Manager
Deputy Color Project Scientist
AM Thermal System Engineer
TES & ACRIM Instrument Manager
Deputy Directory for Resources, MTPE Office
PM Resources Analyst
CSFP Deputy Project Manager/Resource
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Project Type: Project Management
MAIL
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME CODE ROLE PHONE NUMBER











Hines, Tonjua M 505
Ho, Richard 421
Hollebeke, Debbie 284





Jurotich, Matthew M 422
Kelly, Angetita C 505
Kempter, Steve 505
King, Michael D 900
Kobter, Ben 505
Kobtinsky, Chester J 971
Krenning, Bob 424






















EOS AM Deputy Manager
Resource Analyst
Calibration Scientist






EOS AM Observatory Manager
Contracting Officer
FLight Assurance Manager





ESDIS Mission Operations Manager
PGS Element Manager








AM Observatory System Manager
CSFP Chemistry FLight Manager
Associate Director of Flight Projects
AM Financial Manager







ESD]S Instrument Software Manager
Resource Analyst (UARS)
Earth Science Mission Operations Project
PM Project Support Manager
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MAIL
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME CODE ROLE PHONE NUMBER











Price, Robert D 170
Putney, Barbara H 505
Ramapriyan, Hampapuram K 505





Salomonson, Vincent V 900
Savinett, Christopher 421
Schiavone, Bill 422













Smith, Janice K 506
Smith, Pierce Lee 505
Stocker, Erich F 505
Stone, Roger E 421
Taylor, Ray 421
Taylor, Thomas D 424
Thompson, Leslie L 975
Underdown, Mark 421
Vail, Rosemary 421
Van Btarcom, John 421
Venator, Tom 421
DAAC Manager
ESDIS Project Support Manager
Orbiting S/C Flight Operations Manager
PM Deputy Project Manager
PM Project Scientist
Resources Analyst
PM Instrument Systems Manager
Chemistry & Special Flights Project Manager
Resource Analyst
Spacecraft Manager
Director, Mission to Planet Earth Office
ESDIS Instrument Software Manager
ESDIS Deputy Project Manager
Senior Earth Scientist, MTPE Office
AM Data Systems Engineer
CSFP Project Support Manager
ESDIS Financial Analyst
Financial Manager
Director, Earth Sciences Directorate
CERES Instrument Manager
PM Deputy Project Manager/R
UARS Project Scientist
Deputy ECS Manager
EOS AM Project Manager
PM Software Manager
ESDIS Instrument Software Manager




Special Assistant for Resource Management
Project Support Specialist
Data Systems Manager
CSFP Altimetry Flight Manager
UARS Integration Manager
ESDIS System Engineer
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Project Type: Project Management
MAIL
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME CODE ROLE PHONE NUMBER





WiLLiams, Darret L 923
Wood, Don 421
Wu, Chi 422
Zerega, James E 400
Zukor, Dorothy 900







I & T Manager
Verification and Test Manager
Resources Manager, EOS AM Project
Deputy Director, Earth Science Directorate
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Project Type: Program/Project Management






































MISR & ASTER Data Processing Manager
Space Science & Instrument Manager
Group Supervisor, Mission Information System Sect.
Interdisciplinary Science Support
Manager, Satellite Environmental Applications
EOS Program Scientist




Director, MTPE Ops, Data & Info Systems Division
Shuttle & Aircraft Instruments
EOS-PM Missions
DAAC/Pathfinder Program Scientist
ESDIS - Information Management
EOS-AM Missions
Applications - Development and Demonstration
Resource Management
EOS-PM, Chemistry, & Special Missions Branch Chief
Supercomputing and HPCC
Director, MTPE Science Division
Airborne Science Office
Interdisc/Instr/Pathfinder Program Scientist




Associate Administrator, Mission to Planet Earth
MO&DA - Landsat
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Project Type: Program/Project Management































Director, MTPE Flight Systems Division
Pathfinder Program Manager
Management and Program Analyst
Dpty Director, Science Division, OMTPE
ESDIS Integration (includes IV&V)
Instrument Program Scientist
SIR-C/X-SAR Radarsat Program Manager
DAAC Program Scientist
Mission To Planet Earth Program Integration
Technology Innovation & Advanced Planning
Grant Specialist
NSCAT, ADEOS and Future Earth Probes
Manager, Information Management (DAACS)
Depty Director, MTPE Flight Systems Division
Instrument & DAAC Program Scientist
Chief, Mission Operations & Data Analysis Branch
EOS-AM Instrument Program Manager





Dpty Assoc Administrator, Mission to Planet Earth
Chief, Applications Branch
MO&DA - ERBS, NOAA-9, -10, ERBE/SAGE, SeagiFS
gater Cycle Processes; INTD/DAAC/Pathfndr Prgm Sci
Operations/Data & Information Systems Prog Manager
Instrument & DAAC Program Scientist
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Project Type: Program/Project Management
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME ROLE
US Geological Survey (Continued)
Watkins, Allen EOS Science
Universities Space Research Assn
Douglas, Nancy Staff Scientist
Ruzek, Martin Acting Assistant Program Manager--MO & DA
Van Woert, Michael L Interdisciplinary/Instrument Program Scientist
University of Maryland College Park
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Project Type: ACRIM
INVESTIGATOR
ROLE LAST MANE,FIRST NAHE INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
Pl Wittson, Richard C Jet Propulsion Laboratory 818/354-3529
Co-I's Hudson, Hugh S University of Hawaii Manoa 808/956-6665
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Project Type: AIRS/AMSU-A/MHS
INVESTIGATOR




















Ctr Nat[ de [a Recherche Scientifique
University of CaLifornia Santa Barbara
NOAA/NESDIS
NOAA/NWS
Bureau of MeteoroLogy Research Centre
NOAA/NESDIS
University of Wisconsin Madison
ECMWF
Massachusetts Institute of TechnoLogy
University of Wisconsin Madison
Massachusetts Institute of TechnoLogy
University of MaryLand BaLtimore
























































Earth Remote Sensing Data An[ys Ctr
Saga University






Earth Remote Sensing Data Anlys Ctr
CSIRO
Nationa[ Inst for Environ Studies
Jet Proputsion Laboratory
US Geotogicat Survey
Institute of Physical & Chemical Rsrch
Fujitsu Lid
Geologicat Survey of Japan






Geotogicat Survey of Japan
US Department of Agriculture
University of Arizona
Earth Remote Sensing Data Anlys Ctr
Meteorological Research Institute
Japan Geoscience Institute Inc
South Dakota School of Mines & Techtgy
Geological Survey of Japan
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Project Type: CERES
INVESTIGATOR
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Project Type: EOSP
INVESTIGATOR








Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Hughes Santa Barbara Research Center
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
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Project Type: GLAS
INVESTIGATOR











University of Texas Austin
University of Wisconsin Madison
Goddard Space Ftight Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Catifornia San Diego
Goddard Space Fright Center
NASA Headquarters
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Project Type: HIRDLS
INVESTIGATOR




























National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Oxford University
Nationat Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Nationat Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Nationat Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
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Project Type: LIS
INVESTIGATOR
ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER




Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center
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Project Type: MIMR
INVESTIGATOR
ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
* USLead Spencer, Roy W















Marshall Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Centre de Rech en Physique de t'Envir
UK Meteorological Office
Technical University of Denmark
Hetsinki University of Technology
Centre National d'Etudes Spat_ates
EUMETSAT
University of Bern
Istituto di Fis_ca de[I'Atmosfera
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Project Type: MISR
INVESTIGATOR
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Project Type: MODIS
INVESTIGATOR



























Goddard Space Flight Center
Oregon State University
Goddard Space Flight Center
CSIRO
University of Miami
University of South Florida
NOAA/NESDIS





Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
















































National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
University of Saskatchewan
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Project Type: SAGE Ill
INVESTIGATOR































Science and Techr_ology Corporation
University of Science and Technology
NOAA/NWS
State Univ of New York Albany
Pr inceton Universi ty
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Ames Research Center
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Project Type: SOLSTICE II
INVESTIGATOR










National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
University of Colorado Boulder
University of Colorado Boulder
University of Colorado Boulder
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Institut d'Aeronomie Spatiale

























Goddard Space FLight Center
University of Washington
University of Rhode Island
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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INVESTIGATOR
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Project Type: Interdisciptinary Investigation




LAST NAME,FIRST NAHE INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
PI
Co-I's
Abbott, Hark R Oregon State University
Bennett, Andrew Oregon State University
Chetton, Ducltey B Oregon State University
Cowtes, Timothy Oregon State University
Esbensen, Steven K Oregon State University
Freitich, Michael H Oregon State University
Netson, David Oregon State University
Paden, Cynthia A Oregon State University
Richman, James Oregon State University
Strub, Ted Oregon State University
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Project Type: Interdisciplinary Investigation
Entitled: The Global Water Cycle: Extension Across the Earth Sciences
ROLE
INVESTIGATOR

























University of Alabama Huntsvil
Pennsylvania State University
Pennsylvania State University
Marshall Space Flight Center
Pennsylvania State University
Pennsylvania State University
Marshall Space Flight Center
Pennsylvania State University
Pennsylvania State University
Marshall Space Flight Center
Pennsylvania State University
Pennsylvania State University











































































Goddard Space Flight Center
Universidade de Sao Pauto
Inst Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais
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Project Type: Interdisciplinary Investigation
Entitled: Biogeochemical Fluxes at the Ocean/Atmosphere Interface
INVESTIGATOR

















Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Inst
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
NOAA/NESDIS
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Goddard Space Flight Center
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Noods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Rhode Island
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Project Type: Interdisciptinary investigation
Entitled: Northern Biosphere Observation and Modeling Experiment
ROLE
INVESTIGATOR















Canada Centre for Remote Sensing





Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
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Project Type: Interdisciplinary Investigation

























National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Oregon State University
University of Colorado Boulder
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch




National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
University of Wyoming
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch





















Entitled: Hydrology, Hydrochemicat Modeling, and Remote Sensing in
Seasonally Snow-Covered Alpine Drainage Basins
ROLE
INVESTIGATOR








University of California Santa Barbara
University of Arizona
University of California Santa Barbara
Nationat Park Service
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Entitled: Re|ationships Between C|imate, Ocean Circulation, Biotogical
Processes, & Renewabte Marine Resources
ROLE
INVESTIGATOR
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
PI
Co-I's
Godfrey, J Stuart CSIRO
Church, John A CSIRO









Nunez, Manuet University of Tasmania
Parstow, John CSIRO
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National Hydrology Research Institute
Trilogy SpaceTech lnc
University of Ottawa
Ice Centre Environment Canada
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
University of Sherbrooke
Geological Survey of Canada
Geotogicat Survey of Canada
University of Waterloo
Dathousie University
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
HcGitt University
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Entitted: Observational and Modeling Studies of Radiative, Chemicat, and
Dynamica[ Interactions in the Earth's Atmosphere
ROLE
INVESTIGATOR














































Bishop, James K B
Carlson, Barbara







Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Columbia University
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
University of California Irv|ne
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
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Entitted: CLimate Processes Over the Oceans
INVESTIGATOR



















Project Type: ;nterdisciptinary Znvestigation
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Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales
NOAA/NWS
US Department of Agriculture
NOAA/NWS
University of Arizona
US Department of Agriculture
Institut Recherche en Agronomie Tropical
Inst Natl de Recherche Agronemique
US Department of Agriculture




Cemagref-Enoref Remote Sensing Lab





















Entitled: Global Hydrologic Processes and Climate
ROLE
INVESTIGATOR
LAST NAME,FIR_FNAHE INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
PI
CO-I's


























Gocidard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Cornelt University
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Goddard Space Flight Center
State Univ of New York Stony Brook
University of Reading
Goddard Space Flight Center
NOAA
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of Hawaii Manoa
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
Geographical Survey Institute
Princeton University
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Gc.ddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Princeton University
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EntitLed: Processing, Evaluation, & Impact on Numer|cat Weather prediction
of AIRS, ANSU, and NOOIS Data in TrOpfcs & So. Hemi.
INVESTIGATOR
ROLE LAST NANE,FIRST NAHE INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUNBER
PI
CO-i_s







Bureau of Heteorotogy Research Centre
Bureau of Heteorotogy Research Centre
Bureau of Neteorotogy Research Centre
ECM_/F
Bureau of Heteorotogy Research Centre
Bureau of MeteoroLogy Research Centre










EntitLed:The RoLe of Air-Sea Exchanges and Ocean Circutation in CLimate
VariabiLity
INVESTIGATOR
ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST MANE INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION
PI Liu, W Timothy Jet PropuLsion Laboratory
Co-I's Fu, Lee-Cueng Jet Proputsion Laboratory
Gautier, Catherine University of CaLifornia Santa Barbara
HolLand, Wi[tiam R National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Malanotte-Rizzoti, PaoLa Massachusetts Institute of TechnoLogy
Niiler, Pearn P University of Catifornia San Diego
Patzert, Wittiam C Jet Proputsion Laboratory
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Entitled: Changes in Biogeochmtcat Cyctes
ROLE
INVESTIGATOR












University of New Hampshire
University of Hew Hampshire




University of Mew Hampshire
University of New Hampshire
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Entitled: A GLobal Assessment of Active Volcanism, Votcanic Hazards, and
Volcanic inputs to the Atmosphere from EOS
ROLE
]NVESTIGATON































Goddard Space FLight Center
Lancaster University
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Entitled: Chemical, Dynamical and Radiative Interactions Through the
Middle Atmosphere and Thermosphere
ROLE
INVESTIGATOR


















University of Colorado Boulder
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
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Project Type: interdisciplinary Investigation
Entitled: The Development and Use of a Four-Dilaens|onat
Atmospheric-Ocean-Land Data Assimilation System for EOS
INVESTIGATOR
ROLE LAST NAHE,FrRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMER
Pi Rood, Richard B Goddard Space Flight Center
Co-l's Atlas, Robert M Goddard Space Flight Center
Baker, Wayman E NOAA/NWS
Bates, John Ray Goddard Space Flight Center
Cohen, Steven Goddard Space Flight Center
Derber, John C NOAA/NWS
Fox-Rabinovitz, Michael Goddard Space Flight Center
Hetfand, H Mark Goddard Space Flight Center
Hou, Arthur Y Goddard Space Flight Center
Johnson, Donald R University of Wisconsin Madison
Kalnay, Eugen|a NOAA/NWS
Kanam_tsu, Nasao NOAA/NWS
Lamich, David General Sciences Corporation
Leetmaa, Ants NOAA/NWS
Miller, Alvin Jim NOAA/NWS
Pfaendtner, James W Goddard Space Flight Center
Ropetewski, Chester F NOAA/NWS
Schubert, Siegfried Goddard Space Flight Center
Sud, Yogesh C Goddard Space Flight Center
Susskind, Joel Goddard Space Flight Center
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Entitled: Potar Exchange at the Sea Surface (POLES):
















University of Colorado Boulder
University of Washington
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Texas A&N University
University of Colorado Boulder
University of Colorado Boulder
University Corp for Atmospheric Rsrch
Colorado State University
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Project Type: Interdisciplinary Investigation
Entitled: Investigation of the Chemical and Dynamical Changes in the
Stratosphere Up to and During the EOS Observing Period
ROLE
INVESTIGATOR
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
Pl
Co-lPs
Schoebert, Mark R Goddard Space
Cohn, Stephen Goddard Space
Douglass, Anne R Goddard Space
Getter, Marvin A State Univ of
Gteason, James Goddard Space
Hudson, Robert D University of
Jackman, Charles H Goddard Space
Lait, Leslie Robert Goddard Space
Newman, Paul A Goddard Space
Rood, Richard B Goddard Space
Rosenfietd, Joan Goddard Space
Stolarski, Richard S Goddard Space
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Goddard Space Flight Center
Carnegie Institution of Washington
Carnegie Institution of Washington
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of CatJfornia Berketey
Stanford University
Cotorado State University
6oddard Space Fright Center
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Project Type: Interdisciplinary Investigation
Entitled: Middle and High Latitude Oceanic Variability Study
ROLE
INVESTIGATOR
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Project Type: lnterdiscip|inary Investigation
Entitted: Earth System Dynamics: The Determination and Interpretation of
the G|oba[ Angular Momentum Budget Using EOS
ROLE
INVESTIGATOR












University of Texas Austin
University of Texas Austin
University of Texas Austin
Atmospheric & Environmental Rsrch Inc
Atmospheric & Environmentat Rsrch Inc
Atmospheric & Environmentat Rsrch Inc
University of Texas Austin
University of Texas Austin
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Goddard Space Fright Center
University of New Hampshire
University of Hawaii Manoa
University of Washington
University of Montana
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Goddard Space Fright Center
University of Arizona
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Goddard Institute for Space Studies
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch





Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA Headquarters
Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA Headquarters
Ooddard Space Flight Center







Goddard Space Flight Center




Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
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Project Type: Atmosphere Panel (Continued)
ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER

















Atmospheric & Environmental Rsrch Inc
Goddard Space F[ ight Center
NOAA
Marshall Space FLight Center
Goddard Space FLight Center
Gocldard Space FLight Center
Goddard Space FLight Center
NASA Headquarters
Gocldard Space FLight Center
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Jet PropuLsion Laboratory
Langley Research Center
University of Texas Austin
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Nationat Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
University of Arizona
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
University of Colorado Boutder
Carnegie Institution of Washington
Woods Hote Oceanographic Institution
University of Catifornia Berkeley





Goddard Space Fright Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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University of Hawaii Nanoa
PHONE NUMBER
808/956-3147
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Project Type: Data Quality Panel
ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER























































Goddard Space Flight Center





University of Maryland College Park
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Oregon State University
University of California Santa Barbara
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Marshall Space Flight Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Goddard Space Flight Center
GSFC/Wallops Flight Facility
GSFC/Wal[ops Flight Facility




Marshall Space Flight Center
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Langley Research Center
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Langley Research Center
University of Wisconsin Madison
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Goddard Space P(fght Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
National Research Lab of Meteorology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Oxford University
Goddard Space Flight Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Project Type: Data Quality Panel (Continued)
ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER

















University of Texas Austin
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Arizona
Marshall Space Flight Center
University of Texas Austin
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
Goddard Institute for Space Studies




Nationa| Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
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Project Type: EOS Data and Information System Panel





























University of California Santa Barbara
University of Colorado Boulder
Simpson Weather Associates Inc
University of Miami
University of California Santa Barbara
Mitre Corporation
Monterey Bay Aquarlum Research Inst
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of California Los Angeles
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of California San Diego
Godclard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Texas Austin
University of New Hampshire
Goddard Space Flight Center
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Gocldard Space Flight Center
Pennsylvania State University
[nst Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais
NASA Headquarters
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Arizona
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Universities Space Research Assn
University of California Santa Barbara
Jet Propulsion Laboratory




Centre National d'Etudes Spatiates
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of California San Diego
University of New Hampshire







Goddard Space Flight Center
Atmospheric & Environmental Rsrch Inc
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
US Department of Agriculture
University of Texas Austin
Godclard Space Flight Center
University of Arizona
GockJard Space Flight Center
Godclard Space Flight Center
University of Texas Austin
University of Maryland College Park
















































Project Type: Land Panet (Continued)
ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER





Goddard Space Fright Center
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Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of California Santa Barbara
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Langley Research Center
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
University of New Hampshire
University of Utah
Goddard Space Flight Center
Colorado State University
University of Washington
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Colorado Boulder
NASA Headquarters
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
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Monterey Bay Aquarium Research ]nst
University of Miami
University of Washington
Goddard Space Flight Center






University of Colorado Boulder




Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
CSIRO





Goddard Space Flight Center
Dalhousie University
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of Hawaii Manoa
University of Washington
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Alaska Fairbanks
University of South Florida
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Oregon State University
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Texas Austin
University of Texas Austin
Chilworth Research Centre
University of Washington
University of Texas Austin
NASA Headquarters
Universities Space Research Assn
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Project Type: Oceans Panel (Continued)
ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER





University of Rhode Island
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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University of Texas Austin
University of Texas Austin
Marshall Space Flight Center




Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Texas Austin
Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA Headquarters
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of Texas Austin
University of Texas Austin
Goddard Space Flight Center
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Lau, William K M





















Inst Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research [nst
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Marshall Space Flight Center
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
University of Arizona
Jet Propulsion Laboratory













Centre National d'Etudes Spatiates
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Langley Research Center
University of Hawaii Manoa
Geographica{ Survey Institute
Cardoridge University
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Washington
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Goddard Space Flight Center
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Texas Austin
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Project Type: Payload Panel (Continued)
ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER








Marshall Space Flight Center
Chilworth Research Centre
University of Texas Austin
Goddard institute for Space Studies
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University of Colorado Boulder
Inst Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of Alabama Huntsville
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
Woods Ho(e Oceanographic Institution
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
University of Arizona
University of California Santa Barbara
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of California Santa Barbara




Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Atmospheric Environment Service




US Department of Agriculture
CornelI University
Goddard Space Flight Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of California Mammoth Lakes
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiates
NOARL
Jet Propulsion Laboratory




University of California Santa Barbara
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Project Type: Physical Climate & Hydrology Panel (Continued)
ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST NAME INVESTIGATOR AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER


























Goddard institute for Space Studies
Marshall Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center








University of New Hampshire
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Goddard Space FLight Center
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Project Type: Science Working Group for AM Platform
















































Goddard Space Flight Center - -
Research & Data Systems Corporation
University of Toronto
US Geological Survey
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
NASA Headquarters




University of Alabama Huntsvi(le
Applied Research Corporation
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of Toronto
Martin Marietta Astro Space Division
Earth Observation Sciences Ltd
Goddard Space FLight Center
NASA Headquarters
University of Maryland CoL[ege Park
Etectrotechnica[ Laboratory
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Goddard Space Fright Center
Goddard Space Fright Center




Goddard Space F[ight Center
Goddard Space F[ight Center
NASA Headquarters
Jet PropuLsion Laboratory
Goddard Space Flight Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
University Corp for Atmospheric Rsrch
US Geological Survey
Goddard Space FLight Center
NASA Headquarters
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
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Goddard Space Flight Center
University of South Florida
Goddard Space Flight Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space FLight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space FLight Center
University of Washington
Goddard Space Flight Center
Geological Survey of Japan
University of Colorado BouLder
NASA Headquarters
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA Headquarters
Goddard Space Flight Center
Earth Remote Sensing Data Antys Ctr
Japan Geoseience Institute Inc
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA Headquarters
Langley Research Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
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LAST NAME,FIRST NAME























Universidade Estadua[ de Campinas
Center for Education on Global Change
CIESIN
US Geological Survey


























Turner, Bittie Lee Clark University 508/793-7325
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LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER




University of Colorado Boulder





















University of California Santa Barbara






National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
NOAA/NWS
Colorado State University
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
langley Research Center








Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA Headquarters
NASA Headquarters
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LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER




Simpson Weather Associates ]nc
















Marshall Space FLight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Colorado State University



















Lapenta, Catherine Marshall Space Flight Center 205/544-2755
Maiden, Martha NASA Headquarters 202/358-0254
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LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
Jet PropuLsion Laboratory DAAC UWG
Chair














Goddard Space FLight Center
University of California San Diego
NOAA
University of Colorado Boulder
University of Miami
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LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER




















University of South Carolina
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of California Santa Barbara
University of Nebraska Lincoln
University of New Hampshire
University of Colorado Boulder














Murphy, Robert E NASA Headquarters 202/358-0793
OLeson, Lyndon R US Geological Survey 605/594-6164
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LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER






















Goddard Institute for Space Studies
NASA Headquarters
Langley Research Center
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory














Dunkum, Roy C Langley Research Center 804/864-6589
Maiden, Martha NASA Headquarters 202/358-0254
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Project Type: DAACS
LAST MANE,FIRST NAME AFFZLZATION PHONE NL_4BER

























US Environmental Protection Agency
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
NASA Headquarters
University of Montana
University of California Santa Barbara
University of Wisconsin Madison
University of New Hampshire
University of Arizona
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
University of Washington
University of Nebraska Lincoln
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
NASA Headquarters
NASA Headquarters
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA Headquarters
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LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
Univ of Colorado (NSIDC) & Univ of ALaska (UAF)
Chair
















University of CoLorado BouLder
Jet Propulsion Latmratory
Goddard Space FLight Center
Atmospheric Environment Service
University of ALaska Fairbanks
Ohio State University
Duke University





University of Illinois Urbana





Weaver, Ronald L S
University of Alaska Fairbanks
NASA Headquarters
NASA Headquarters
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LAST NAME,FIRST NANE AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER

















Goddard Space Flight Center
Hughes STX Corporation
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Project Type: Pathfinder Science Working Groups
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER





















State Univ of New York Stony Brook
Princeton University
University of Maryland Cortege Park
NOAA/NESDIS
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Maryland College Park
NOAA/NWS
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
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Project Type: Pathfinder Science Working Groups
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFIL|AT]ON PHONE NUMBER


















Goddard Space Fright Center
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
State Univ of New York Stony Brook
University of Miami
NOAA/NESDIS
Goddard Space Fright Center
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Project Type: Pathfinder Science Working Groups
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE HUMBER




















Gocldard Institute for Space Studies
US Geological Survey
US Geological Survey
University of Maryland College Park
NOAA/NESDIS
NOAA/NWS
National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
NOAA/NESDIS
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LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
AVHRR Pathfinder Science Working Group: Oceans Sub1_ane[
Program Scientist
Ohring, George
Van Woert, Michael L
NOAA/NESD[S
Universities Space Research Assn
Chair
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Project Type: Pathfinder Science Working Groups
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER








Vonder Haar, Thomas H
University of CoLorado Boulder













Goddard Space Flight Center
NOAA/NWS
University of Washington
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Project Type: Pathfinder Science Working Groups
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILZATrON PHONE NUMBER
Landsat/Land Cover Pathfinder User Working Group
Program Scientist
Murphy, Robert E NASA Headquarters
Chair















University of Nevada Rend
US Geological Survey
US Geological Survey
Goddard Space Flight Center
Woods Hole Research Center
Ames Research Center
CRC Research Institute [nc
Ames Research Center
National Science Foundation


















]nst Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais
Universities Space Research Assn
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Project Type: Pathfinder Science Working Groups
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER

























Goddard Space Flight Center
General Electric Astrospace Division
Goddard Space Flight Center
NOAA






Marshall Space Flight Center
Colorado State University
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LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
Data Organization & Access Focus Team (DOAFT)
Chair





























Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Alabama Huntsville
Langley Research Center
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Alaska Fairbanks
University of Colorado Boulder
Simpson Weather Associates Inc
University of Michigan
University of Miami
University of Maryland College Park
Langley Research Center
University of California Santa Barbara
Monterey Bay Aquariun Research Inst
New Technology Inc




Goddard Space Flight Center
US Geological Survey
University of Colorado Boulder
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center










Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
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LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
Data Production Focus Team (DPFT)
Chair




Oocldard Space Flight Center


























National Center for Atmospheric Rsrch
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Goddard Space Flight Center
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
University of Alaska Fairbanks
University of Miami
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Marshall Space Flight Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Hughes STX Corporation
Goddard Space Flight Center
US Geological Survey
NASA Headquarters
Gocldard Space Flight Center
Gocldard Space Flight Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of Colorado Boulder
Langley Research Center
New Technology Inc
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Project Type: Focus Teams
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUNBER




Goddard Space Flight Center








Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
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Project Type: Focus Teams
LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER




Goddard Space Flight Center





























University of Colorado Boulder
Goddard Space Flight Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
NASA Headquarters
University of California Santa Barbara
Langley Research Center
University of Alaska Fairbanks
Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center





Universities Space Research Assn
Langley Research Center
NASA Headquarters
US Department of the Interidr
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
University of Colorado Boulder
NASA Headquarters
Goddard Space Flight Center








Thompson, Leon G (Sam)
NOAA/NESDIS
CIESIN
Universities Space Research Assn
Goddard Space Flight Center
Langley Research Center
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ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST NAME
kdvisr Ackerm_n, Steven A
Studnt Friedman, Michael A
Advisr Alvarez, Walter
Studnt Karner, Daniel B
Advisr Bales, Roger C
Studnt McConnetl, Joseph R
Advisr Bazzaz, Fakhri A
Studnt Voss, Paul B
Advisr Bell, Robin
Studnt Childers, Vicki A
Advisr Bentley, Barbara
Studnt Wallace, Alison M
Advisr Berner, Robert A




Studnt McManus, Jerry F
Advisr Born, George H
Studnt Myrick, Jennifer M
Advisr Bornmann, Patricia L
Studnt Hartsell, Theresa Peggy
Advisr Boyle, Edward
Studnt Adkins, Jess F
Advisr Breidenthal, Robert E
Studnt Sayler, Bentley J
Advisr Broecker, Wallace S
Studnt Oxburgh, Rachel
Advisr Broecker, Wallace S
Studnt Sanyat, Abhijit
Advisr Brubaker, Linda B
Studnt Carlson, Lisa J
Advisr Brutsaert, Wilfried H
Studnt Jacobs, Jennifer M
Advisr Butzer, Karl W
Studnt Lehman, Paul H
Advisr Carlton, Richard G
Studnt Heilman, Mark A
Advisr Chanton, Jeffrey P
Studnt Edwards, Joanne Y
Advisr Chapin, F Stuart
Studnt Hobbie, sarah Elizabeth
Advisr Chapin, F Stuart
Studnt McFadden, Joseph P
Advisr Chapman, David S
Studnt Putnam, Scott N
AFFILIATION
University of Wisconsin Madison
University of Wisconsin Madison
University of California Berkeley







State Univ of New York Stony Brook
State Univ of New York Stony Brook
Yale University
Yale University




University of Colorado Boulder
University of Colorado Boulder
NOAA
Clark College
Massachusetts Institute of Technology











University of Texas Austin
University of Texas Austin
University of Notre Dame
University of Notre Dame
Florida State University
Florida State University
University of California Berkeley
University of California Berkeley
University of California Berkeley
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Project Type: Globat Change Fellowships
ROLE LAST NAME,FIRST NAME AFFILIATION PHONE NUMBER
Advlsr Christensen, Norman L
Studnt Adams, Phyllis C
Adv|sr Chryssostomidis, Chrys
Studnt Bennett, Andrew A
Advisr Cicerone, Ralph J
Studnt Gupta, Mohan Lat
Advisr Cole, Ju|ia Ellen
Studnt Smith, NathatJe E G
Advisr Corredor, Jorge E
Studnt Navarro, Ana Josefina
Advisr Cotton, William R
Studnt Stevens, Bjorn B
Advisr Couclelis, Helen
Studnt Cloud, John G
Advisr Curry, Judith Ann
Studnt Pinto, James 0
Advisr D'Antonio, Carla
Studnt Hack, Michetle C
Advisr De Lucia, Frank C
Studnt Ball, Christopher D
Advisr Detting, James K
Studnt Atward, Richard D
Advisr Dickey, Tom D
Studnt Foley, David G
Advisr Dootittle, William E
Studnt Sluyter, Andrew
Advisr Dugdale, Richard
Studnt KudeIa, Raphael M
Advisr Eastman, J Ronatd
Studnt Anyamba, Asaph
Advisr Fairbanks, Richard G
Studnt Evans, Michael N
Advisr Fairbanks, Richard G
Studnt Kohfeld, Karen E
Advisr Falkowski, Paul G
Studnt Subramaniam, Ajit
Advisr Feetey-Harnik, Gittian
Studnt Walker, gendy M
AdvJsr Field, Christopher B




Studnt Duncan, Jeff A
Advisr Freilich, Michael H
Studnt Pazdalski, Jeffrey D
Duke University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of California Irvine
University of California Irvine
University of Colorado Boulder
University of Colorado Boulder
University of Puerto Rico
University of Puerto Rico
Colorado State University
Colorado State University
University of California Santa Barbara
University of California Santa Barbara
University of Colorado Boulder
University of Colorado Boulder
University of California Berkeley





University of Southern California
University of Southern California
University of Texas Austin
University of Texas Austin
University of Southern California








State Univ of New York Stony Brook
Johns Hopkins University
Johns Hopkins University




San Diego State University
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Aclvisr Froelich, Philip N
Studnt Johansson, Annika K
Advisr FueLberg, Henry E
Studnt Knabb, Richard D
Advisr Fung, Adrian K
Studnt Dawson, Michael S
Advisr Gautier, Catherine
Studnt Hicke, Jeffrey A
Advisr Gilbert, Lawrence E
Studnt Parmesan, Camille
Advisr Goetz, Alexander F H
Studnt Chen, T S
Advisr Gordon, Arnold L
Studnt Byrne, Deirdre A
Advisr Goss, Michael
Studnt Houtton, David J
Advisr Gray, William M
Studnt Knaff, John A
Advisr Harte, John
$tudnt Shaw, Mary R (Becky)
Advisr Harte, John
Studnt Sateska, Scott R
Advisr Hastenrath, Stefan L
Studnt Wagner, Richard G
Advisr Hayes, John M
Studnt Leckrone, Kristen J
Advisr Haynes, C Vance
Studnt Nicoi[, Kathieen A
Advisr Henderson, Keith G
Studnt Rohli, Robert V
Advisr Hofmann, David J
Studnt Voemet, HoLger W
Advtsr Honrath, Richard E
Studnt Peterson, Matthew C
Advisr Hornberger, George
Studnt Holtenbeck, Karl J
Advisr Houze, Robert A
Studnt Yuter, Sandra E
Advisr Inan, Umran S
Studnt Reising, Steven C
Advisr Jacob, Daniel J
Studnt Horowitz, Larry
Advisr Jacob, Daniel J
Studnt Mauzerall, Denise L
Advisr Jacobsen, Stein B
Studnt Wills, Joanna M


















University of California Berkeley
University of California Berkeley
University of California Berkeley
University of California Berkeley
University of Wisconsin Madison
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Advisr Johnson, Richard H
Stuclnt Lin, Xin
Advisr Johnson, William C
Studnt Arbogast, Alan Ford
Advisr Kart, David
Studnt Christian, James Roloert
Advisr Kauffman, Boone
Studnt Hughes, Richard F
Advisr Kiefer, Dale
Studnt Berwald, Juli H
Advisr Kirchner, James g
Studnt Granger, Darryl E
Advisr Kottak, Conrad
SttJdnt Gezon, Lisa
Advisr Krajewski, Witotd F
Studnt Ciach, Grzegorz Jan
Advisr Krajewski, Witold F
Studnt McCotlum, Jeffrey R
Advisr Kuhn, William R
Studnt Czajkowski, Kevin Paul
Advisr Lan/o, Dennis
Studnt Shaw, Raymond A
Advisr Liverman, Diana
Studnt O'Brien, Karen L
Advisr Long, David G
Studnt Early, David S
Advisr Lucas, BiLL
Studnt Wilson, Frederick K
Advisr Luther, Mark E
Studnt Clayton, Tonya D
Advisr Matson, Pamela A
Studnt Net_nan Osher, Laurie J
Advisr McDowett, gitliam
Studnt McSwiney, Claire P
Advisr NcElroy, Michael B
Studnt Barnes, Diana H
Advisr McMurry, Peter H
Studnt Weber, Rodney James
Advisr McNaughton, Samuel J
Studnt Witsey, Brian J
Advisr Melack, John Michael
Studnt LaCapra, Veronique C
Advisr Michaetsen, Joel
Studnt Gershunov, ALexander
Advisr Monson, Russet[ K





University of Hawaii Manoa
University of Hawaii Nanoa
Oregon State University
Oregon State University
University of Southern California
University of Southern California
University of California Berkeley





































University of California Santa Barbara
University of California Santa Barbara
University of California Santa Barbara
University of California Santa Barbara
University of Co[orado Boulder
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Advisr Moran, Emilio F
Studnt Brordizio, Eduardo $
Advisr Moritz, Richard E
Studnt gorthen, Denise L
Advisr Nathan, Terrance R




Studnt Jipp, Peter g
Advisr Pacala, Stephen g
Studnt Hurtt, George C
Advisr Partange, Marc B
Studnt Albertson, John D
Advisr Parton, William J
Studnt Brown, Virginia
Advisr Peteet, Dorothy M
Studnt Kneller, Margaret L
Advisr Peterson, Allen M
Studnt Yeh, Gerard K C
Advisr Philander, George
Studnt Goddard, Lisa M
Advisr Philander, George
Studnt Mas|na, Simona
Advisr Plumb, Raymond Alan
Studnt Sober, Adam H
Advisr Porter, Stephen C
Studnt Heine, Jan T
Advisr Power, Mary E
Studnt Kupferberg, Sarah J
Advisr Prince, Stephen D
Studnt Yang, Jingti
Advisr Prinn, Ronatd
Studnt Mahowaid, Natalie Marie
Advisr Ramaswamy, Ve_katachalam
Studnt Orris, Rebecca L
Advisr Ranger-Moore, Jim
Studnt Home, L Christine
Advisr Ravishankara, A R
Studnt Goldfarb, Leah
Advisr Reagan, John A
Studnt Erxteben, Wayne H
Advisr Richards, Geoffrey g
Studnt McKenzie, Lisa Marie
Advisr Riskin, Eve





University of California Davis
University of California Davis
University of Maryland College Park





University of California Davis
University of California Davis
Colorado State University
Colorado State University
Goddard Institute for Space Studies






















Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Advisr Robinson, David
Studnt Frei, ALLan
Advisr Rose, Uittiam !
Studnt Pitant, Drew
Advisr Rose, Wittiam I
Studnt Schneider, David Joseph
Advisr Running, Steven W
Studnt Thornton, Peter E
Advisr Ruttedge, Steven A
Studnt DeNott, Charlotte A
Advisr Ruttedge, Steven A
Studnt Petersen0 Waiter A
Advisr Satby, Murry L
Studnt Bergman, John William
Advisr Samet, Hanan
Studnt Soffer, Aya C
Advisr Samet, Hanan
Studnt Bogdanovich, Predrag
Advisr Samson, Perry J
Studnt Masters, Jeffrey M
Advisr Scheuermann, Peter
Studnt Korkuchansky, Alex
Advisr Schtesinger, William H
Studnt Megonigat, Patrick
Advisr Self, Stephen
Studnt HoLasek, Rick Edward
Advisr Sherr, Barry F
Advisr Sherr, Evelyn B
Studnt Suzuki, Marcetino T
Advisr Shugart, Herman H
Studnt Lefsky, Michael A
Advisr Siegel, David A
Studnt Garver, Sara Ann
Advisr Sitander, John A
Studnt Caspersen, John P
Advisr Stater, Philip N
Studnt Parada, Robert J
Advisr Stingertand, Rudy
Studnt Tucker, Gregory
Advisr Smith, Terence R
Studnt Chen, Yongmao
Advisr Smith, Theodore F
Studnt Haferman, Jeffrey L
Advisr Sottins, Phittip













University of Colorado Boulder
University of Colorado Boulder
University of Maryland College Park
University of Maryland College Park
University of Maryland College Park







University of Hawaii Manoa






University of California Santa Barbara







University of California Santa Barbara
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Advisr SoLomon, Susan
Studnt Nitts, Michael James
Advisr Sorooshian, Soroosh
Studnt Houser, Paul
Advisr Stewart, Rol_rt N
Studnt Cho, Kwangwoo
Advisr swift, CaLvin T
Studnt [sham, John David
Advisr TayLor, Hugh
Studnt Hsieh, Jean
Advisr Teeri, James A
Studnt Courteau, Jacquetine B
Advisr Totbert, Margaret A
Studnt Middtebrook, Ann M
Advisr Toohey, Darin W
Studnt Pierson, James M
Advisr Townshend, John R G
Studnt Steininger, Marc K
kdvisr Tsatsoutis, Costas
Studnt Haverkamp, Donna S
Advisr Tung, Ka-Kit
Studnt WeLch, WendeLL T
kdvisr Turco, Richard P
Studnt Anderson, Sybit MJchette
Advisr Turco, Richard P
Studnt Cox, HeLen N
Advisr Untersteiner, Norbert
Studnt Lipscomb, WiLLiam H
kdvisr Vaida, Veronica
Studnt Goss, Lisa Mae
Advisr Vatdes, Juan B
$tudnt Soman, Vishuas V
Advisr Vebien, Thomas
Studnt Vittatba, Ricardo
Advisr Vitousek, Peter M
Studnt Austin, Amy T
Advisr WaLker, DonaLd (Skip)
Stu<h_t Shippert, Margaret M
Advisr Watts, Robert G
Studnt Oertling, Annette B
Advisr Weare, Bryan C
Studnt Mauget, Steven A
Advisr Wharton, Robert A
Studnt Dana, Gayte L
Advisr Witt_tt, Cort J
Studnt Greene, John Scott
NOAA





University of Massachusetts Amherst
University of Massachusetts Amherst
CaLifornia institute of TechnoLogy
CaLifornia Institute of TechnoLogy
University of Michigan
University of Michigan
University of CoLorado BouLder
University of CoLorado BouLder
University of CaLifornia Irvine
University of CaLifornia Irvtne
University of MaryLand Cortege Park





University of CaLifornia Los AngeLes
University of California Los AngeLes
University of CaLifornia Los AngeLes
University of CaLifornia Los AngeLes
Universi ty of Wash i ngton
University of Washington
University of CoLorado BouLder
University of CoLorado BouLder
Texas A&M University
Texas AEH University




University of CoLorado Boutder
University of CoLorado BouLder
Tu[ane University
Tutane University
University of CaLifornia Davis
University of CaLifornia Davis
University of Nevada Reno
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Advisr Witlmott, Cort J
Studnt Song, Jie
Advisr W_nsch, Carl !




Nassachusetts Institute of Technology








LAST NANE,FIRST NAME ROLE PHONE NUMBER
Hobish, Mitchell K Contractor
Aerospace Corporation










































ECS Team Flight Operations Segment Manager
ECS Team Project Manager
























LAST NAME,F|RST NAME ROLE PHONE NUMBER
Hughes Applied Information Systems (Continued)
Curran, Robert J ECS Team
Oeutsch, Michael ECS Team
Dunn, Stan ECS Team
Fox, Steve ECS Team
Guzek, Joe ECS Team
Lerner, Edward ECS Team
Murphy, Jenanne ECS Team
O_Neill, Pete ECS Team
SettLe, Mark ECS Team
Science Office Manager
QuaLity Office Manager
Maintenance & Operations Manager
Science & Data Processing Segment Manager
Chief Engineer
Comr_Jnication & System Mgmt Segment Mgr
Deputy Project Manager




































Notan, Christopher S Data Information System
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace Company
Elkins, Ronald Systems Support



























Berzonsky, Mike Management Analyst 301/286-7167
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EOS Platform Software Engineer
EOS Systems Engineer







Swates & Associates Inc





























Please review this information about yourself for accuracy and completeness. In
addition, please feel free to add anyone we may have inadvertently missed who
you feel should be included.
Please submit all changes and/or additions to:
Douglas Bennett
Code 900
Goddard Space Flight Center















Please add the following individual:
Name:
Address:.
Telephone:
Telex:
EMAIL (1):
FAX:
EOS Role:
EMAIL (2):

